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An Entrepreneurial University

An Entrepreneurial university thrives on human innovation in academia, pedagogy, and social service. It comes up with state of the art programs, products and processes that makes the acquisition and application of knowledge enlightening, enriching and engaging to its multifarious constituencies.
Educational Entrepreneurship

An Entrepreneurial university expands the reach of its grey matter to a wider constituency through online programming and through outreach programs, academies, centers and satellite campuses. It is a university in a ceaseless quest for educational entrepreneurial opportunities to the extent that business development and innovation becomes a culture and a raison d'etre.
Solid Mission Statement

LAU rests on a solid mission statement optimizing on academic excellence, civic engagement and student centeredness. Faithful to its vocational calling of forming leaders in a diverse world, it has a sacred obligation, to not only keep abreast of the latest innovations in the field of applied research, teaching methodology, experiential learning and civic engagement but to devise its authentic pedagogical strategy resting on SMART systems, structures, styles & shared values.
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The 4-Pillar Strategy

Global Experiential Learning
Use of augmented realities, artificial intelligence, data analysis and technological skills will need to be accompanied by the building of emotional and social skills like empathy, adaptability, and negotiations in order to facilitate complex information processing.

Global Youth Leadership
LAU is a pioneering university in creating youth empowering simulation programs that extend beyond its borders. The pedagogical outcomes of such entrepreneurial endeavors, that necessitate rigorous and meticulous planning, lie in evidence-based research about values of student experiential global leadership programs.

Global Civic Engagement
Functional partnerships with civic society organizations worldwide in realm of health, environmental, leadership, educational, gender and citizenship advocacy, to become an experiential hub for spreading awareness, living by the standards of, and monitoring implementation of UN Strategic Development Goals.
Values of Student Experiential Learning

- Planning & Networking
- Leadership
- Accounting
- Communications
- Research
- Coaching
- Mentoring
- Fund-raising
- Resource Development
- Political astuteness
Global Continuous Education

Life long learning epitomizes the spirit of modernity. This strategic thinking requires a thorough process of feasibility studies, programs design, creative marketing and recruitment plans.
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Mobile Leadership Methodology

In an age of electronic velocity, intellectual density, logistical agility, and cognitive fluidity as well as knowledge transmissibility, adopting the push marketing strategy and create holistic, multi-tasking and agile leadership teams that offer interested educational institutions and civic society organizations a 45 hour leadership module / practicum consisting of tailor made leadership workshops, electronic tools, and interactive educational methods culminating in a leadership certificate that carry the seal of LAU.
Objective

The vast network of the leadership certified organizations will join LAU’s Leadership Community and will benefit from attending designated LAU conferences and activities. An entrepreneurial university thrives on the transfer of skills and knowledge to local, regional and international communities and establishes strategic partnerships with multiple stakeholders in order to enrich and get enriched by the creative amalgam of diversity.
MORE THAN 2,500,000 HRS OF TEACHING PEACE BUILDING AND DIPLOMACY OFFERED TO 30,550 MIDDLE AND HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS FROM AROUND 200 SCHOOLS THROUGHOUT LEBANON!
Reach Out and Dazzle (R.O.A.D.) program aims at using a variety of books and mobiliizes student volunteers to broaden the cultural, educational, emotional, and interpersonal skills of underprivileged children through intensive reading-lessons. Through the R.O.A.D. program, children are able to benefit and to grow from this one-on-one support provided by the volunteer tutors.
Benefits

Living one's mission

Marking humanity with a legacy of philanthropic altruism, educational enlightenment, innovative civic engagement, powerful youth empowerment and social entrepreneurship

Expanding the reach of LAU beyond its campuses

Creating a culture of leadership formation and social service

Transmission of state of the art educational programs, products and processes to an increasing audience

Networking & public relations opportunities
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Skills

6 Skills that cannot be replaced by artificial intelligence
The Human Skills

The human skills that a robot cannot do:

- Feeling
- Seeing
- Dreaming
- Making
- Learning

Skills
- demonstrate your empathy and intuition
- embrace technology to future-proof your career
- understand the context and the bigger picture
- use imagination to get creative and develop something new
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